ZeroPoint Global Technical Data Sheet:
Clear Subconscious Emotional Trauma (SET) Package
Package Includes

Intention Disc

One Intention Disc
One Sodalite Window Pendant

Approximately 2.5 oz.
2.5” Diameter
Stone: Poppy Jasper
Variations in color occur due to
the Intention Disc being made
from natural Jasper Stone. The
differences in color do not change
the effectiveness of each stone.

Sodalite Window
Pendant

Intention Disc

Approximately 0.7 oz
Dimensions: 1.375” x 1.875”
String and Bail included
Semi-Precious Gemstone

Benefits

The Blueprint Frequencies of the Intention Disc combined with those of the Sodalite Window Pendant clear toxic
waveforms that disrupt how our cells communicate with our bodies. Often stress and outside influences can be
stored in our bodies. The Blueprint Frequencies of the Intention Disc and Sodalite Window Pendant help neutralize
and balance our systems through detoxification.

Sodalite Window
Pendant

For best results, use the Intention Disc in combination with the Sodalite Window Pendant.
• Intention Disc clears toxic waveforms in food, liquid, and personal care products we consume and use.
• Intention Disc and Sodalite Window Pendant provide balance to the body through ZeroPoint Energy,
allowing the mind-body complex to achieve harmony.
• When used together, these technologies assist in minimizing the effects of stress and outside
influences on our organs and internal systems.

Suggested Use

Using the Intention Disc along with the Sodalite Window Pendant, you can bring emotional and physical balance
back into your life. You will feel your mind-body complex working together to support a state of natural wellness.
While lying down or seated. hold the Sodalite Window Pendant in one hand and the Intention Disc in the other.
Close your eyes, and remove all negative thoughts from your mind. Bring positive goals, thoughts and memories to
the forefront of your conscience. Focus on specific areas of discomfort that may require balance and wellness.
Relax and hold the Pendant and Disc until you feel a sense of release from your body. This can be in the form of a
sigh, yawn, or overall peaceful sensation. This process may be repeated as many times a day as you wish to assist in
bringing energetic balance and well being to your mind-body complex.

Blueprint Frequencies

ZeroPoint Global has identified specific frequencies found in healthy organs and systems. Using a ‘Quantum Field
Programming Generator’, matching frequencies are infused into ZeroPoint Global products. These are called
Blueprint Frequencies. Use them freely to bring your body into balance and achieve a state of overall wellness.
ZPG has infused the Clear SET Package with Blueprint Frequencies that support the following areas in the body:
Intention Disc
4 Brain
3 Ingestion
3 Skeletal

4 Cartilage

2 Circulatory

14

Immune

2 Lymphatic

8 Organ

6

Respiratory

10 Symbolic

Sodalite Window Pendant
9

Adrenals

7

Brain

5

Cellular

4

Circulatory

5

Connective Tissue

1

Dental

3

Endocrine

4

Evacuation

5

Lymphatic

1

Spinal

2

Plant

1

Respiratory

42

Muscle Parasympathetic

Results may vary from person to person. These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA and are not intended to treat, diagnose
or cure illness or disease. This information is for self-education and research only. It is not intended to replace the advice of your
healthcare practitioner.
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How Frequencies Benefit the Human Body

It has been discovered that the cells in the body vibrate at various frequencies depending on their state of health. ZeroPoint Global has identified
specific frequencies that match the optimum state of health for each of the body’s organs and systems. These are called Blueprint Frequencies.
When you use the Intention Disc and Sodalite Window Pendant, your body begins to ‘resonate with the frequencies’ that are programmed in these
ZeroPoint products. This is similar to a tuning fork that will pick up the frequency (sound) of another tuning fork in its vicinity. When they are close to
one another, they will both begin to ‘resonate at the same frequency’.
When the organs and systems of the body are attuned with the frequencies that are in the Intention Disc and Sodalite Window Pendant, the body
returns to a balanced state. The body is able to protect and heal itself when it is in a state of perfect balance.

Testimonials
Organ Memory
“I decided to release specific organ memory using the Intention Disc & Sodalite Window Pendant technique. I did it by placing both on the area of my body
near the organ or endocrine gland and saying “release any emotional trauma, incoherent frequencies, in the spleen.” Then I did my liver, large and small
intestines, stomach, pancreas, thymus, thyroid, lungs and heart.
At each location, I heard the ‘gurgle’ of the shift and in most cases felt a sigh release as the organ or endocrine cleared. As an energy medicine practitioner,
I know that we often experience a release as a sigh, a yawn, a gurgle in the tummy or as an urge to take a breath.
The next morning, I was unable to get off the toilet! Had several bowel movements, all normal, fully formed. I learned years ago in my energy medicine
classes that we release ‘stored’ energy from traumatic occurrences, that weren’t processed at the time of the event, through our intestines - that’s how old
trauma leaves the body. Guess this technique helped me get rid of a lot of old trauma!” - Lorraine E., ME
Addiction to Ice Cream
“I grew up on a farm, and the treat we had as children was ice cream. So, I have had an addiction for ice cream all my life. I have worked in holistic wellness
for over 30 years and have gotten rid of everything else – I can pass up cookies and pies but never have been able to get rid of the ice cream addiction. So, I
did the protocol on the Technical Data sheets for the clearing set and did a meditation with the Sodalite Window Pendant and Intention Disc about a month
ago, asking to clear the emotional trauma that was causing the addiction from my childhood. I have not had any cravings for the last 4 weeks – I can totally
ignore it just like everything else now. I love these products – they are great.” - Joe B., TX
Anxiety, Stress & Fear
“A feeling of fear, stress and anxiety was pretty heavy this morning. I held the Intention Disc in my left hand and the Sodalite Window Pendant in my right and
took deep breaths as each time I said to myself ,“My intention is to remove this fear, stress and anxiety and bring balance back into my body.” After about 2
minutes, that feeling was totally gone, and I felt peaceful.” - Joy D., FL
Death of Brother
“I was using the Sodalite Window Pendant with the Intention Disc doing some emotional clearing around the death of my brother because he was
assaulted and passed away with injuries, and there was a trial and the funeral, and it was a pretty horrendous time in our lives. This happened 9 years ago – I
had forgiven the person and I thought I’d already dealt with it, but I felt such an emotional release with tears starting to flow. So then I did a lot of other clearing from childhood on and felt such a tremendous release, feeling happy and light. But then I also noticed that I was going to the bathroom urinating a lot
and I thought this was just another way the body had to release all of that toxic wave form that’s been stuck in my body, so that was huge.” - Pat K., Canada
Reverse Polarity
“I noted when I went to bed last night with the Intention Disc and the Sodalite Window Pendant – I did some clearing, and for the next 2 hours I experienced
what I call a ‘therapeutic pulse’ which I and others have noticed - that when healing is going on in the physical and energetic body there is a very noticeable
“pulsing”. I was amazed to find out that it went on for 2 hours with me – WOW, with the Pendant and the Disc. I am aware, due to my previous training in
muscle checking and how energy flows in the body, that I have noticed some people may have ‘reverse polarity’, it might be appropriate for some people to
have the Disc and Pendant in opposite hands than what is shown on the brochure. So if you find you are not getting results you might experiment and try
this.” - Lu N., Canada
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